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DISCLAIMER 

This document is prepared by xTripz Network Pte Ltd (“XT” or “xTripz” or the 

“Company”). xTripz Network Pte Ltd is a company incorporated in Singapore as a private 

limited company. The information contained in this document is provided for general 

information only and does not constitute an offer to sell securities or the solicitation of an 

offer to buy, or recommendation for investment in, any securities in any jurisdiction.  

The information in this document is not intended as financial advice and is only intended 

for professionals with appropriate investment knowledge who can be classified as a 

“Professional Client” under the rules and regulations of the appropriate financial authority. 

Moreover, none of the document is intended as a prospectus within the meaning of the 

applicable laws of any jurisdiction and none of this document is directed to any person in 

any country in which the distribution of such document is unlawful. None of the 

information contained herein nor any further information made available in relation to XT 

will form the basis of any contract. The information and opinions in this document are not 

representations or warranties in any form  and are subject to change without notice.  

The information may therefore not be accurate or current. This document does not purport 

to be comprehensive or to contain all the information that a prospective investor may need. 

The recipients of this document must make their own assessment of XT, carry out their own 

independent due diligence and must not rely on anything contained herein to make any 

investment decision.  

The information and opinions contained in this document have been compiled or arrived at 

from sources believed to be reliable in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express 

or implied, is made by XT, as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness and XT does also 

not warrant that the information is up to date. Moreover, recipients of this document 

should be aware of the fact that investments in undertakings, securities or other financial 

instruments involve risks.  

Past results do not guarantee future performance. XT accepts no liability for any loss arising 

from the use of material presented in this document. No part of this document may be 

reprinted, sold or redistributed without prior written consent. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The travel industry is one of the biggest and most dynamic economic sector in the 

world. In 2019, Travel and Tourism (including its direct, indirect and induced impacts) 

accounted for 1 in 4 of  all new jobs created across the world, 10.6% of  all jobs (334 

million), and 10.4% of  global GDP (USD 9.2 trillion)[2]. 

The global COVID-19 pandemic has brought the world to its knees, and none worse off 

than the Travel and Tourism sector. The sector suffered losses of  almost USD 4.5 

trillion, with its global contribution to GDP declining by 49.1% compared to 2019; 

relative to a 3.7% GDP decline of the global economy. In 2020, 62 million jobs were lost 

globally[2]. 

Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, world tourism enjoyed a bloom and record year, with USD 

1.7 trillion spent by tourists in 2019[2]. The Chinese travellers are the biggest spenders as a 

group, spending over USD 255 billion on their trips in 2019, while American tourists 

came in second with USD 152 billion spent, and German travellers were third with USD 

93 billion spent on their trips.[34].  

The industry is hardly broken, but is definitely in need of some serious innovation to rescue 

the global travel industry in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic, and save travellers 

from the oligopolistic competition in the online travel market.  

Introducing xTripz!  xTripz is Xciting trips… Xhilarating trips… Xperiential trips! 

xTrips is disrupting the international travel market to make travelling cheaper for 

travellers and at the same time help increase operating margins for travel suppliers.  

We are the world’s first community-owned decentralised travel platform that allows 

travellers to plan, search and book flights, accommodations, attractions and activities at the 

cheapest price possible on one single platform, while earning rewards through 

purchases, reviews, sharing and other activities. By utilising blockchain technology, 

cryptocurrency and smart contracts, xTripz puts the decision-making power back into the 
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hands of the consumers, making trips just what they’re meant to be - exciting, seamless, 

f un and memorable! 

Benefit to Consumers: 
Cheapest Price: Our users (token holders) will enjoy instant savings (average 15-20% as 

compared to OTAs) by using the xTripz token (XTR) to pay for their holidays. Token 

holders will also earn XTR tokens for their purchases. 

Convenient All-in-One Platform: The xTripz platform allows users to perform all the 

functions they need through the entire user journey, including aggregating multiple sources 

of travel guide contents, flights, hotels and attractions booking, social media sharing etc. 

Feature-rich In-trip Tools: Integration of various tools that make the user’s life easier 

when at the destination, like FX rates, weather, translation, navigation, booking rides, local 

payment options, tax refunds etc. 

Benefits to Suppliers: 
Fair Review System: The xTripz platform incentivises all users to post reviews through 

XTR token rewards, thus eliminating the polarisation common in review platforms. 

Higher Margins and Personalisation: With direct relationship with the xTripz platform, 

travel suppliers can earn higher margins compared to the high commissions they currently 

pay to OTAs. 

Fast Payment Turnaround: The XTR token is the settlement token for all transactions 

conducted on the xTripz platform. Under the trustless protocol, payments are automated 

through the execution of smart contracts on the blockchain network. 

At the heart of the world 1st community-owned travel platform is the xTripz token 

(XTR), a native utility token complying to the BEP-20 standards, a user-friendly token 

standard that permits users to deploy tokens or currencies that are fungible on Binance 

Smart Chain.  

xTripz will mint 3,000,000,000 XTR tokens (the “Sale Token”), of which 41.67% 

(1,250,000,000 tokens) will be made available for this Token Generation Event (TGE) at 

the price of USD (or USDT equivalent) 0.015 per token. Details of the TGE shall be 

described in details in the sections to follow. 
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The pre-TGE private placement will be initiated in December 2021. We are working with a 

few decentralised exchanges for Initial DEX Offering (IDO) and a Global Top 20 crypto 

exchange to launch an Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) by end of Q1 2022. Listing for the 

XTR token in a centralised crypto exchange is targeted to be in early Q2 of 2022, subject to 

commercial arrangement with the partner exchanges.  

The xTripz team is made up of a multi-national group of seasoned professionals with 

diverse backgrounds and experiences, who are uniquely qualified to take the Company 

to commercial success in the international travel industry, and backed by a multi-discipline 

team of executives and advisors from IT, software, telecom, transport, travel and consulting 

industries… 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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MARKET OVERVIEW 

The travel industry is one of the biggest and most dynamic economic sector in the world. In 

2019, there were 2.28 billion international trips made globally[1]. In 2019, Travel and 

Tourism (including its direct, indirect and induced impacts) accounted for 1 in 4 of all new 

jobs created across the world, 10.6% of  all jobs (334 million), and 10.4% of  global GDP 

(USD 9.2 trillion). Meanwhile, international visitor spending amounted to USD 1.7 

trillion in 2019 (6.8% of total exports, 27.4% of global services exports)[2].  

In a few months in the first half of 2020, the world has changed and our lives will never be 

the same again. The novel coronavirus, or COVID-19, swept the world and caused damages 

and tragedies never seen before. The pandemic has infected 228,484,406 people and taken 

the lives of 4,694,219 people worldwide to this day[3]. 

As a result of COVID-19 and the ongoing restrictions to international mobility, the Travel 

and Tourism sector suffered losses of  almost USD 4.5 trillion, with its global 

contribution to GDP declining by 49.1% compared to 2019 to reach only USD 4.7 trillion 

in 2020; relative to a 3.7% GDP decline of the global economy. Domestic visitor spending 

decreased by 45%, whilst international visitor spending fell by an unprecedented 69.4%. 

In 2020, 62 million jobs were lost, leaving just 272 million employed across the sector 

globally[2]. 

Thankfully, the world has return to a limited form of normalcy, as governments around the 

world scrambled to pursue aggressive vaccination programmes to protect their citizens from 

this terrible virus. 56.8% of  the world population has received at least one dose of a 

COVID-19 vaccine. 8.7 billion doses have been administered globally, and 33.87 million are 

now administered each day[4].  

The world post-COVID, will never be the same again… As we re-imagine the future of 

the Travel and Tourism industry, there are certain trends that is happening right now, 

and will severely impact travelers and the industry and lead the way through recovery and 

beyond. 
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Demand Evolution 

With the world still recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic today, travellers preferences 

and behaviours have shifted, where safety and security is of utmost importance. This 

means that travellers are leaning towards domestic vacations with destinations they are 

familiar with. It will be vital, however, to ensure early stimulation of the all-important 

recovery of international travel. To encourage travellers to explore new places, it is important 

that we provide them with clear and transparent information, which will make them feel 

at ease and spur demand. 

Health and Hygiene 

Health and safety are paramount in this new era. In the near-term, consumer behaviours will 

be driven by personal experiences or advice from experts when making decisions about 

safety. Businesses need to collaborate more closely with their extended value chains in order 

to keep up with distancing and safe travel protocols. The flow of accurate and up-to-date 

information from the stakeholders in the travel ecosystem to the travellers will be a key 

driver and engine to the recovery of the Travel and Tourism sector. 

Innovation and Digitisation  

The global COVID-19 pandemic has wiped out numerous companies in the Travel and 

Tourism industry. This enormous crisis also presents a window of  opportunity, 

providing a catalyst in the innovation and adoption of  new technologies in the industry. 

Amid stay-at-home orders, digitalisation has been advancing at a rapid pace and becoming a 

basic prerequisite for a safe and seamless travel experience. Digital identity solutions 

like facial recognition and biometrics has also seen faster adoption compared to pre-COVID 

days. Interestingly, the acceleration and adoption of digital technologies is one positive 

outcome of this global crisis.  

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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PAIN POINTS IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY 

“I have been in the travel industry since the early 80s, and some of the issues that travellers faced 

today is no smaller than it was 10 years ago.” [5] 

Greg Duffell - Former CEO of Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) 

As early as the 1970s, Global Distribution Systems (GDS) were some of the first 

companies in the world to facilitate business to business (B2B) electronic commerce. 

Airlines realised that by automating the reservation process for travel agents, they could make 

the travel agents more productive and essentially turn them into an extension of the airline’s 

salesforce.  

Today, a GDS is a worldwide conduit between travel bookers and suppliers, such as 

airlines, hotels, cruises and other travel service providers. It communicates live product, price 

and availability data to travel agents and online booking engines, and allows for automated 

transactions. The tangled web of  databases has become even more of  a labyrinth 

following the explosion of online travel agencies (OTAs) like Booking.com, Expedia and 

Wotif. Hotels and other travel entities can use technology solutions to capitalise on this 

trend, tapping into GDSs like Amadeus, Sabre and Travelport.  

In the early 2000s and after the impact of the Dotcom Crash has subsided, there was another 

wave of transformation driven by companies that had survived the crash. These companies 

were not just leaner and meaner, but also able to pick off weaker competitors. Bolstered 

eventually by the introduction of the iPhone in 2007, a period of rapid transformation 

ushered in an era of  consolidation, which saw a dramatic increase in market 

concentration among just a few dominant players who used M&A to pursue growth in 

both supply and demand. 

After all this consolidation, there are now just four major holding groups of  OTAs and 

related travel sites (such as metasearch, rental cars, and restaurant reservations), controlling 

over 95% of the market: 
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Owning Entity Brands 

Frenemies… That pretty much sums up the relationship between travel industry suppliers 

and online travel agencies (OTAs). On one hand, the hotel booking sites like OTAs provide a 

steady source of  hotel bookings that reliably puts heads in beds, all without that much 

effort on the part of suppliers. On the other hand, this “effortless demand” comes at a hefty 

cost: up to 30% commissions on each booking. For the suppliers in the Travel and 

Tourism sector, the relationship with the OTAs becomes a necessary evil, or you struggle to 

get customers for your business.  
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Today, It’s increasingly difficult for new entrants to marshal enough resources to compete at 

scale. For context: Expedia and Booking spent over USD 10 billion in combined 

advertising dollars during 2018[6]. OTAs remain dominant on both the demand side 

(due to deep-pocketed investments in digital advertising) and on the supply side (due to 

global footprints of local market managers), which makes for a nearly-impossible 

environment for upstarts -- and has brought the sector into intense regulatory scrutiny. 

 

In 2016, EU regulators recognised monopolistic 

tendencies of  online platforms in a 2016 report 

entitled “Online Platforms in the Digital Single 

Market”, which highlighted the impenetrable 

competitive moat that the major companies have 

built over the years -- often with sometimes shady 

behaviour[7]. This has resulted in a series of 

regulatory developments in the UK, as well as a 

prominent lawsuit and a nationwide consumer 

awareness campaign from the AHLA in the US. 
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PROBLEMS TRAVELLERS FACE 
 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3

INFORMATION OVERLOAD 
Fragmented sources of information from all over the internet, with 
little certainty over the reliability of the information. The average 
person spends more than 10 hours planning a holiday[8], and browse 
38 websites before booking a vacation[9].

DYSFUNCTIONAL IN-TRIP TOOLS 
On average, travellers use 10-12 apps through their entire travel 
journey[13]. 67% of travelers prefer an app with various f unctions 
rather than many single-purpose apps[14]. Travel apps could be highly 
valuable tools but often fail to deliver on their promise[15].

LACK FLEXIBLE PAYMENT OPTIONS 
Online travel sector is growing global, yet payment remains 
local, with 1 in 5 millennial traveller citing lack of  flexible payment 
options as their biggest frustration[16]. Cancelling trips and getting 
ref unds for trips booked through middleman can be complicated[17].

UNFRIENDLY LOYALTY/REWARD PROGRAMME 
67% of travel loyalty programme members would switch for a 
better deal[18]. 69% quit loyalty programmes because “benefits took 
too long to earn”[19]. Free products, discounts, and offers remain the 
benefits most desired by consumers from a loyalty program, at 70%[20].

LACK TRUSTED REVIEWS 
Reviews are important. 80% of travellers read 6-12 property reviews, 
with 1 in 5 reading more than 11 reviews, on average[10]. People who 
had a negative experience were 50% more likely to share it[11]. Between 
5 and 10 million reviews on TripAdvisor could be fake[12].
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PROBLEMS SUPPLIER FACE 
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POLARISED REVIEWS 
No fair representation in review systems. A common problem with 
online reviews is polarisation bias with many extremely positive or 
negative reviews and few moderate opinions. This can give a 
misleading view of  opinion about the product and company[21].

CHALLENGING PAYMENT & SETTLEMENT 
The travel industry is a vicious risk circle for travel companies and 
payment acquirers due to lag in fulfilment between customer payment 
and merchant delivery. The funds travel merchants must set aside as 
“holdbacks” for acquirers drain them of nearly all their liquidity[22].

LOW OPERATING MARGINS 
OTAs dominate the booking landscape, accounting for 64% of online 
hotel bookings[23]. And they charge commission of between 15% and 
25% on bookings, and sometimes could upwards of 30% for smaller 
independent hotels, severely denting their operating margins[24].

NO CUSTOMER LOYALTY 
The challenges around maintaining and generating guest loyalty in the 
travel industry are greater than ever before[25]. Travellers are very vocal 
in their desire for a one-stop experience, and 39% of travellers chose 
OTAs because they could book multiple aspects of their trip[26].

HARD TO INTRODUCE PERSONALISATION 
83% of customers expect relevant information and recommended 
products based on their personal preferences[27]. However data 
privacy and security poses several challenges in implementation[28], 
as does the huge reliance on customers from OTA channels.
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THE XTRIPZ PLATFORM 

Introducing xTripz!  xTripz is Xciting trips… Xhilarating trips… Xperiential trips! 

xTrips is disrupting the international travel market to make travelling cheaper for 

travellers and at the same time help increase operating margins for travel suppliers.  

Our vision is to be community-owned decentralised travel platform that allows 

travellers to plan, search and book flights, accommodations, attractions and activities at the 

cheapest price possible on one single platform, while earning rewards through 

purchases, reviews, sharing and other activities. By utilising blockchain technology, 

cryptocurrency and smart contracts, xTripz puts the decision-making power back into the 

hands of the consumers, making trips just what they’re meant to be - exciting, seamless, 

f un and memorable!  

Our competitive advantage lies in the underlying decentralised digital economy that 

provides a stronger business model as compared to traditional travel businesses. The xTripz 

platform drives adoption through incentivising various behaviours as the consumer 

moves through the customer journey of planning, booking and enjoying their trip.  

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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VISION AND MISSION 

Vision: 
To be a fully decentralised community-owned and governed travel platform that facilitates 

discovery, shopping, booking and payment of travel products. 

Mission: 
We strive to provide our users inspirational travel guides, smart itinerary planner and take care 

of their needs throughout their entire customer journey for fascinating experiences and long-

lasting memories. 

VALUE PROPOSITION 

The xTripz technology platform offers tremendous benefits to both the consumers and 

the merchants through the innovative use of blockchain and distributed ledger technologies 

to provide a trust-less and autonomous environment for purchasing and sales of  

travel products and services through an interoperable and cross-chain customer 

engagement tools and analytics service.  

Benefit to Consumers: 
Cheapest Price: Our users (token holders) will enjoy instant savings (average 15-20% as 

compared to OTAs) by using the xTripz token (XTR) to pay for their holidays. xTripz 

provides ultra cheap prices to our users by charging the wholesale prices from suppliers with 

a small markup. Token holders will also earn XTR tokens for their purchases. 

Convenient All-in-One Platform: The xTripz platform allows users to perform all the 

functions they need through the entire user journey, including aggregating multiple sources 

of travel guide contents, flights, hotels and attractions booking, social media sharing etc. 

Feature-rich In-trip Tools: Integration of various tools that make the user’s life easier 

when at the destination, like FX rates, weather, translation, navigation, booking rides, local 

payment options, tax refunds etc. 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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Benefits to Suppliers: 
Fair Review System: The xTripz platform incentivises all users to post reviews through 

XTR token rewards, thus eliminating the polarisation common in review platforms. So the 

hardwork put in by the suppliers to achieve and maintain quality service is now rewarded 

with higher loyalty towards their brand and products.  

Higher Margins and Personalisation: With direct relationship with the xTripz platform, 

travel suppliers can earn higher margins compared to the high commissions they currently 

pay to OTAs. The high margins allow them to invest in product personalisation, further 

increasing their margins.  

Fast Payment Turnaround: The XTR token is the “common currency” and settlement 

token for all transactions conducted on the xTripz platform. Under the trustless protocol, 

payments are automated through the execution of smart contracts on the blockchain 

network. Chargebacks and refunds are executed similarly, without human intervention. 

Innovative Features: 

Influencer Monetisation 
xTrip Explorers are people who have fun when travelling, while earning 

rewards by producing high-quality content. They will also have the 

chance to earn sales commissions when they help promote our products 

and services. 

 

Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO) 
Community-owned platform and the decentralised governance structure 

to align the interests of all the parties in the ecosystem. The 

decentralisation ensures that no single party can dictate any major decision 

impacting the community. 

 

Personalised NFT 
Custom non-fungible tokens (NFT) of VIP memberships for token 

holders with a certain minimum holdings. Tokenised NFTs representing 

special packages for the high-end luxury market, which can be redeem or 

sold on partner NFT marketplace.  

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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XTRIPZ PLATFORM OVERVIEW 
xTripz platform satisfies the needs of travellers through their entire travel journey, consisting 

of 5 essential moments: dreaming moments, planning moments, booking moments, 

experiencing moments and sharing moments. We provide the essential tools and 

transactional platform in an all-in-one platform, so xTripz is essentially the only app they 

need to plan and enjoy their holidays. 

The xTripz platform was conceptualised from the ground up, taking into consideration the 

entire customer journey experienced by a typical traveller when researching and planning 

his or her holiday and all the way through booking process, the actual experience in the 

destination and post-trip sharing and reviews. 

Design Concept 

This one-stop solution encompasses the advantages of the modern internet technologies 

coupled with next generation’s decentralised economy and tokenised incentive 

structures. Utilising a robust and scalable technology stack based on Java, the xTripz is 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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connected to an underlying blockchain infrastructure powered by Polygon. Blockchain has 

great potential in tourism and is already being used to improve the travel experience. Easy-

to-access and low-cost decentralised business models can make it an attractive 

alternative to traditional systems.  

“The global tourism industry is a multi-trillion dollar industry that has multimillion-dollar 

inefficiencies and the opportunity for technology companies to create efficiencies and enable 

seamless financial transactions, and transparency is in the billions. Startups and technology 

companies with a good value proposition must look at the complexity of how various segments 

within travel work, and how they can be helped.” [29] 

Ian Khan, director of the documentary “Blockchain City” 

The xTripz platform will take users through a series of essential moments in their travel 

journey by providing: 

1. Curated travel guides and user-generated contents (UGS) for experience 

sharing at Dreaming Moment; 

2. Curated and UGC itineraries and AI-powered Smart Trip Planner to take 

out the hard work out of planning a holiday at Planning Moment; 

3. Booking engine to enable flights, accommodation, attractions, cruises, 

transfers, trains, car rentals, activities etc. at Booking Moment; 

4. In-journey tools like route planning, navigation, FX rates, translation, taxi 

booking, shopping, tax refunds etc. at Experience Moment; and 

5. Photo and video sharing on major social media networks and itinerary sharing 

on xTripz platform at Sharing Moment. 

We have built an in-house content team for the production of curated travel guides and 

imparting a voice in our content, while also licensing travel guides and contents from 

partners around the world to supplement our own. Our Lead Editor works with a team of 

full-time content producers and more than a dozen of freelance writers to ensure high 

quality travel guides and contents to inspire our users into making travel plans and trips! 

Once our users are inspired enough by travel contents on our xTripz platform and mobile 

app to want to go on a trip, our booking platform will connect the user to a wide 

selection of  over 150 wholesale suppliers of travel products and services, encompassing 
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flights, accommodation, cruises, transfers, car rentals, attractions, activities, city day tour 

passes, train tickets and more! All these travel products and services are offered at the lowest 

possible rates as compared to mainstream OTAs. Our list of travel wholesale partners are 

growing even as we speak!  

xTripz Platform in Numbers 

At the heart of the world 1st community-owned travel platform is the xTripz token 

(XTR), a native utility token complying to the BEP-20 standards, a user-friendly token 

standard that permits users to deploy tokens or currencies that are fungible on Binance 

Smart Chain.  

As the clearing and settlement token of the xTripz platform, the XTR token enables users 

to: 
• enjoy most preferential price and up to 20% off the official list price (which 

is no higher than existing mainstream OTAs) of the xTripz platform when 

booking and paying for their trip with XTR tokens; 
• earns up to 10% rebate based on their transacted value in XTR tokens credited 

to their account almost immediately, and redeemable for their next purchase; 
• earn rewards in XTR tokens when performing various activities, like signing 

up a new account, signing in periodically, referring friends using their 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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personalised referral codes, leaving reviews of their purchases and experiences, 

creating and posting original travel contents, participating in events and 

promotions etc; 
• book and reserve accommodation or other travel products and services 

without paying deposits by using their XTR tokens in their wallet as 

collateral; and  
• participate in user focus groups or community activities that is aimed at 

enhancing the user experience and benefits for the xTripz community.  

xTripz recognises the value of  the community, and places a continual emphasis to engage 

our token holders, users and community members. The success of the xTripz platform is 

highly reliant on our community of users, and the XTR token is structured in a way to 

allow users and community members collectively benefit from the success and 

growth of the platform.  

The XTR token is an integral component of the xTripz platform and the use of  XTR 

token and platform is incentivised with instant savings and subsequent rewards 

through purchases and performance of activities on the platform. As our user base grows, it 

can be expected to lead to a healthy token economy and increase in value that all token 

holders, whether early adopters or late comers, can benefit in the near future. 
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EXPLORER PROGRAMME 

The xTripz Community is a network of travel experts, weekend warriors, influencers, 

and vagabonds stitching together an expanding social space stretching clear around the 

world. This is somewhere to share photos, travel tips, recommendations, and a visceral desire 

to explore places unknown. No matter how far you wander, you’re always at home in the 

xTripz Community… 

Within the xTripz Community, we have designed a special programme called xTripz 

Explorer to recruit a group of talented influencers interested in expanding their platform 

and coving a variety of local and international travel-related themes. The target group is 

someone who likes to share stories about travel, great restaurants, amazing hotel stays, or 

tip and tricks for getting the most out of vacations. 

xTrip Explorers are people who have f un while travelling, while also enjoying amazing 

benefits and exclusive deals. These Explorers can earn rewards by producing high-

quality content. They will also have access to marketing and branding opportunities 

and the chance to earn sales commissions when they help promote products and services. 

Here are just some of the amazing ways xTrip Explorers stand to gain. 
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BUSINESS MODEL 

We have conceptualised and built a travel platform business during the global COVID-19 

pandemic, utilising a sound and structured approach to construct a sustainable business 

model. 

Lean Business Model Canvas 

We made money from 3 main sources of  income:  

1. Booking Commission; 

2. Advertising; and  

3. Affiliate Marketing. 

Over time, our biggest source of  income will come from Booking Commission.  

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3

COMMISSION 
Commission and markups on 
wholesale prices from travel 
suppliers and service providers. 

AFFILIATE MARKETING 
Referral fees generated from 
partnerships with ancillary 
service providers.  

ADVERTISING 
Platform for merchants in 
various categories to target 
consumers via coupons, map 
listings, sponsored campaign etc.
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HOW IT WORKS 

Early adopters (token holders) will be able to hang on to their XTR tokens and enjoy 

staking incentives for their support of the xTripz platform and XTR tokens. These 

incentive XTR tokens can be used for their bookings and consumption on the platform.  

One-time or less frequent users can purchase XTR tokens from our partner crypto 

exchanges or decentralised exchange (DEX) like Pancake. The XTR tokens shall then be 

utilised for their bookings on the xTripz platform. Suppliers will accept the XTR as proof of 

payment and confirm the booking.  

When the supplier receives XTR tokens, they have the following options: 

1. Hold on to the XTR tokens on their wallets for usage on the xTripz platform; or 

2. Convert to a stable coin like USDT to protect their value through the platform 

or directly with crypto exchanges; or 

3. Convert to fiat currency through the platform or with crypto exchanges; or 

4. Use the XTR tokens for advertising campaigns on the xTripz platform.
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Rewards for Reviews 

Rewards for Content Production 
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Rewards for Loyalty 

xTripz Ecosystem Framework 
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INCUBATED BY SMOOVE XPERIENCE 

We are proud to be incubated by Smoove Xperience Pte 

Ltd (“Smoove Xperience” or “SmooveX”), a leading 

traveltech company headquartered in Singapore and Los 

Angeles in the USA. Smoove Xperience will provide seed 

capital in exchange for small equity in xTripz Network Pte 

Ltd and help kickstart the Company.  

SmooveX shall also provide to xTripz resources and expertise in the following areas: 

1. Provide seed capital to start up the Company; 

2. Preparation and creation of whitepaper; 

3. Strategic planning and mapping of roadmaps for the Company;  

4. Provide technical expertise in architecture and development of xTripz platform; 

5. Provide access to travel products suppliers and partners; 

6. Assist in development of smart contract and token minting; 

7. Assist in Smart contract audit and security compliance; 

8. Assist in community building and marketing on social media platforms; 

9. Assist in publicity and digital marketing to drive community numbers; 

10. Provide access to crypto industry network and contacts; 

11. Provide crypto exchange contacts and resources to launch Initial Exchange 

Offering (IEO); 

12. Provide crowdfunding and fundraising expertise and resources; 

13. Assist in development of sales channels for IEO and ITO in Singapore, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, China, Taiwan and USA;  

14. Introduce and facilitate the onboarding of advisors for the IEO and ITO; 

15. Promotion of xTripz as key partner on the SmooveX website, platform and 

channels available to SmooveX. 

16. Access to SmooveX board for strategic advice and business introduction; and  

17. Other ancillary advisory and consulting necessary for the success of the xTripz 

IEO and ITO campaigns.  

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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WHY BLOCKCHAIN 

What is Blockchain? 
Blockchain  is a shared, immutable ledger that facilitates the process of recording 

transactions and tracking assets in a business network. An asset can be tangible (a house, 

car, cash, land) or intangible (intellectual property, patents, copyrights, branding). Virtually 

anything of value can be tracked and traded on a blockchain network, reducing risk and 

cutting costs for all involved[30].  

Why blockchain is important? 

Business runs on information. The faster it is received and the more accurate it is. Blockchain 

is ideal for delivering that information because it provides immediate, shared and 

completely transparent information stored on an immutable ledger that can be accessed 

only by permissioned network members. And because members share a single view of  the 

truth, you can see all details of a transaction end to end, giving you greater confidence, as 

well as new efficiencies and opportunities. 

Benefits of  Blockchain 
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Greater Trust: As a member of a members-only network, you can 
rest assured that you are receiving accurate and timely data, and that 
your confidential blockchain records will be shared only with network 
members to whom you have specifically granted access.

Greater Security: Consensus on data accuracy is required from all 
network members, and all validated transactions are immutable 
because they are recorded permanently. No one, not even a system 
administrator, can delete a transaction.

Higher Efficiencies: With a distributed ledger that is shared among 
members of a network, time-wasting record reconciliations are 
eliminated. Smart contract (a set of rules) can be stored on chain and 
executed automatically, thereby speeding things up.
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Blockchain and the Travel Industry 
In the digital age, as customers move across the travel value chain, they leave a trail of  

complex transactions between traditionally unconnected players. Despite automation, 

payments and settlements in the travel industry continue to be challenging and time-

consuming. A complex distribution system, frequent cancellations and refunds, and 

disconnected customer touch points add to the operational challenges in the travel industry.  

Blockchain, the distributed ledger technology, can bring in the seamless integration, 

agility and speed required between disparate systems as: 
• It enables shared, simultaneous access to the same version of updated data 

across multiple players, while also enabling diverse points of data entry. 
• It embeds cryptographic protection and a transaction validation mechanism 

giving all stakeholders a level of trust and data protection not available with 

other technologies. 
• Transactions once entered into the digital ledger of a private blockchain can be 

moderated only by the owners, assuring the participants of the integrity and 

authenticity of transactional data. 

Drawn to the potential of this technology, travel players are exploring the role blockchain can 

play in key areas. xTripz has our own vision of how we can utilise the blockchain technology 

and cryptocurrencies to impact the global travel industry and the world we live in… 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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POLYGON BLOCKCHAIN 

The xTripz blockchain protocol is implemented on Polygon, an Ethereum sidechain 

framework for building and connecting Ethereum-compatible blockchain networks. 

Aggregating scalable solutions on Ethereum supporting a multi-chain Ethereum ecosystem. 

Ethereum is the blockchain development platform of choice for most developers, but it has 

limitations, suffering from low throughout, high transaction fees and sovereignty issues due 

to shared throughput, clogging risk, and governance dependence. Polygon combines the best 

of Ethereum and sovereign blockchains into a full-fledged multi-chain system. Transactions 

processed on the Polygon blockchain has surpassed that of Ethereum in Q2 of 2021. It is 

now the blockchain of choice for several blockchain deployments.  

Some of the major benefits include: 

Fast Block Speed 

Polygon’s hybrid Proof of Stake (POS) and Plasma framework allows the 

network to processes one block under 2 seconds, enabling its users to 

benefit from fast transactions. TPS is one of the fastest around at 65,000. 

 

Low Transaction Cost 

Average transaction fee is currently around $0.00004, which is almost 

negligible. BSC is about $0.03 and Ethereum almost $100. The extremely 

low transaction fee allows the platform to be sustainable. 

Minimal Carbon Footprint 

The highly efficient Proof of Stake consensus algorithm uses 99% less 

energy than Proof of Work algorithms. it is extremely eco-friendly and 

sustainable long-term, making DeFi and NFT operations feasible. 
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP 
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XTRIPZ DAO 

A decentralised autonomous organization (DAO), is an organization represented by rules 

encoded as a computer programme that is transparent, controlled by the organisation 

members and not influenced by a central government. A DAO’s financial transaction record 

and programme rules are maintained on a blockchain. 

The overarching advantage of a DAO is that it aims to solve problems that plague modern 

day corporations and organisations, and most of these issues is related to how they are 

managed. Every investor in a DAO has the unique opportunity to influence how the 

organisation is run. Another advantage is that there can be no squabbles or power plays due 

to its autonomous structure, which has governing principles agreed beforehand. Thus no 

need for management. Transparency is the greatest advantage of a DAO. Everything that 

happens in the organisation is recorded in the distributed ledger and preserved for all time. 

Everyone that has a stake in the DAO have input in the running of the organisation. 

  

Our DAO Vision 

xTripz Network’s vision is to be a decentralised and community owned 

travel platform. To achieve this vision, xTripz is in the process of 

developing its constitution and governance framework. To publish after 

the launch of the xTripz Network. 

 

Representative Council 

Initially elected from Genesis Team and Contributors, and add new 

council member as the network grows. The Council shall control the 

network’s Growth Fund and Community Treasury, and decide on the 

distribution of rewards and earnings. 

 

Technology 

xTripz to leverage existing web technologies and the next generation Web 

3.0 tech stack to fulfil the requirements of the community. Deployed 

BEP20 XTR tokens, and will utilise bridges in the future to facilitate cross-

chain transfers. 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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THE MARKET OPPORTUNITY 

The travel industry is one of  the largest service industries in the world, an increasingly 

important one in the modern age. It is centred on the movement of  people from one 

location to another, as well as the services that they might require throughout their entire 

journey.  

While hotels and airlines represent the bulk of  the industry gross bookings, most 

travellers do not take trips just to sit on airplanes and hang around in hotel rooms. Whether 

they want to unwind on an exotic beach, try new cuisines or explore cultural venues, today’s 

travel centres around experiences. Tours and activities represent a huge opportunity for 

growth in the travel industry. This segment is now the third largest in travel and accounts 

for about 10% of global travel revenue, which is roughly double the car rental market[31]. 

The global tourism market size is worth USD 1.8685 trillion in 2019[32], the year before 

the global COVID-19  pandemic wiped out the entire industry.  

Sectors Within the Travel Industry 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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THE XTR TOKEN 

XTR - a clearing and settlement token for travel industry transactions performed on the 

xTripz Platform.  

At the heart of the world first community-owned travel platform is the xTripz token 

(XTR), a BEP-20 compliant token that will be the master token for all the transactions 

conducted on the xTripz Platform. The usage of a settlement token results in a far more 

efficient transactional process conducted in a trustless and autonomous environment. 

The XTR tokens can be accessed through the xTripz app that will provide the user (the 

traveller) the capabilities to purchase or book travel products on the xTripz Platform at 

the cheapest price possible. Paying for their travel bookings on the xTripz Platform using 

XTR tokens immediately reduces the price by as much as 15-20%, while also earning 

the user a further 10% reward of the transacted amount in the form of XTR tokens. Paying 

using XTR tokens eliminates the 3-4% credit card merchant fees that the xTripz Platform 

might otherwise have to pay to payment processing companies. Hence, the savings is passed 

on to the users on the platform.  

Users on the xTripz Platform can also earn and accumulate more XTR tokens by 

participating in the xTripz Explorer programme. The mechanics and benefits of the 

Explorer programme is detailed in an earlier section in this whitepaper. Apart from the 

xTripz Explorer programme, users on the platform will be able to earn f urther XTR 

tokens by performing certain activities on the xTripz Platform, including signing up, 

checking in, sharing photos, videos and itineraries, creating authenticated reviews, and so on 

so forth… 

On the flip, there are the suppliers of travel products and services serving the xTripz Platform 

and its users. These are wholesale and direct suppliers of flights, accommodation, attractions, 

tour and activities etc. By accepting the XTR tokens, travel suppliers can expected almost 

immediate payments at extremely low processing costs compared to existing payment 

options via the automated smart contracts on the blockchain.  
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What are smart contracts? 

Smart contracts are simply software programmes stored on a blockchain that run 

when predetermined conditions are met. They typically are used to automate the 

execution of an agreement so that all participants can be immediately certain of  the 

outcome, without any intermediary’s involvement or time loss. They can also automate a 

workflow, triggering the next action when certain conditions are met. 

The xTripz tokens will be issued and made available via a pre-TGE placement by December 

2021. The TGE pre-sale is targeted to start by early Q1 2022, and plans are being confirmed 

for an exchange IEO by end of Q1 2022. Public sales is scheduled for mid Q1 2022.  

For further updates to details of the Token Generation Event, please check the official token 

generation event page: 

https://www.xtripz.net/token-offering 
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XTR TOKEN ECONOMY 

The xTripz (XTR) token will be a true disruption to the international travel industry, 

as users proliferate and the xTripz Platform gather more traction. The token utility of the 

xTripz token is designed to be self -sustainable and driven by the stakeholders of our 

ecosystem and who are the pillars of  the xTripz business model. 

Let’s have a look at a typical traveller’s user journey and how the XTR token plays an 

integral role throughout the entire journey.  
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• Explore travel guides and inspirational contents for next trip. 
• Bookmarked and favourited the various appealing destinations. 
• Earn XTR tokens for content exploration and travel content 

consumed.

Dreaming 
Moments

• Earn XTR tokens for 1st time user when complete registration. 
• Browse promotions and special fares for token holders. 
• Plan dream holiday with Smart Planner with a few taps on app. 
• Earn XTR tokens for usage of Smart Planner and trip planning.

Planning 
Moments
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The xTripz economy consists of the interaction between the various stakeholders in the 

eco-system, namely Travellers, Suppliers, Partners and Influencers, and powered by the 

xTripz Platform smart contracts and the XTR tokens. The XTR token is a native BEP-20 

standard token on the Binance Smart chain.  

We have carefully designed and constructed a sustainable economic model to support the 

growth of the xTripz eco-system and early adopters and token holders can be amply 

rewarded for their involvement and support for the xTripz Platform and XTR tokens. In the 

section that follows, we shall talk about the token utilities of the xTrip token (XTR), which 

are also the economic drivers of the xTripz eco-system.  

Smart Contracts - These self-executed software programmes is the 

fundamental basis for a trustless and autonomous platform. Each 

“utility event” governed by smart contracts drive interaction between 

the stakeholders involved, and determine the flow of XTR tokens based 

on pre-determined instructions agreed by all parties. 
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• Enjoy up to 20% discount when paying by XTR tokens. 
• Guaranteed lowest rates as compared to other mainstream OTAs. 
• Use XTR tokens as guarantee for on-site payments. 
• Earn 10% rewards in transaction value in XTR tokens.

Booking 
Moments

• Explore destination with in-journey tools for frictionless trip. 
• Earn XTR tokens when check in attractions and places, and for the 

completion of reviews of attractions, activities, restaurants etc. 
• Pay with XTR tokens at select partners and enjoy discounts.

Experiencing 
Moment

• Earn XTR tokens for sharing to various social media channels. 
• Earn XTR tokens as reward for successful referrals. 
• Further XTR tokens is awarded to users with high reputation 

scores under xTripz Explorer programme for being a KOL.

Sharing 
Moments
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Payment - To provide frictionless experience to the users, xTripz will accept 

various mode of payment, including fiat currencies, XTR tokens and 

major cryptocurrencies like BTC, ETH, USDT etc. Fiat payment will 

incur 3-5% fee payable to payment processors. Cryptocurrencies can be 

converted to fiat on the spot using decentralised liquidity modules. 

Discounts - Payment through XTR tokens will always allow the user to 

enjoy the lowest possible rate, up to 20% on the rack rate (which is 

cheaper than prevailing rates on mainstream OTAs) and further 10% in 

rewards. From time to time, there will also be members only special rates 

and bespoke promotions personalised for each individual user. 

User Engagement and Gamification - xTripz has planned for innovative 

gamification mechanisms and incentivisation strategies to encourage 

engagement with users who might otherwise use the platform once or 

twice a year. Users are incentivised to visit the platform regularly and get 

rewarded with XTR tokens for performing various activities.  

Influencer Network - The xTripz Explorer Programme was designed to 

encourage travel content creators, influencers and KOLs to use the 

xTripz Platform as a means of expanding their reach and monetise their 

fan base and contents though Call-to-Action (CTA) on their account 

and paid XTR tokens for purchases and referrals from their followers. 

Advertising Network - Travel brands and partners alike, can place 

strategic advertising on the xTripz platform to create top-of-mind 

awareness with our users or promote special packages to these users. 

Service providers in connected and ancillary sectors can also book 

advertising on our network through the use of XTR tokens. 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3
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TRAVEL INDUSTRY MARKET SIZE 

The travel industry is one of the biggest and most dynamic economic sector in the 

world. In 2019, Travel and Tourism (including its direct, indirect and induced impacts) 

accounted for 1 in 4 of  all new jobs created across the world, 10.6% of  all jobs (334 

million), and 10.4% of  global GDP (USD 9.2 trillion). Meanwhile, international visitor 

spending amounted to USD 1.7 trillion in 2019 (6.8% of total exports, 27.4% of global 

services exports)[2]. 

The global COVID-19 pandemic has brought to world to its knees, and none worse off than 

the Travel and Tourism sector. The sector suffered losses of  almost USD 4.5 trillion, 

with its global contribution to GDP declining by 49.1% compared to 2019 to reach only 

USD 4.7 trillion in 2020; relative to a 3.7% GDP decline of the global economy. In 2020, 62 

million jobs were lost, leaving just 272 million employed across the sector globally[2]. 

Total Contribution of  Travel and Tourism to GDP in 2020[33] 
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Outbound Tourism in Numbers (2019)[34] 

Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, world tourism enjoyed a bloom and record year, with USD 

1.7 trillion spent by tourists in 2019. The Chinese travellers are the biggest spenders as a 

group, spending over USD 255 billion on their trips in 2019, while American tourists 

came in second with USD 152 billion spent, and German travellers were third with USD 

93 billion spent on their trips. 

Our initial targets are Asia, China and the USA markets. The xTripz core team and 

advisors have a combined century of experience in operating businesses in our target 

markets, many with decades of history marketing large brands and executing digital 

marketing and social media campaigns. The team is uniquely equipped, both directly 

and through relationships, to execute marketing campaigns that will spread our message 

and elevate xTripz as a dominant player in the global travel industry. 

“Chance favours the prepared mind” 

Louis Pasteur 

We started this travel business in the middle of a global pandemic, during which the 

majority of travel service providers were wiped out, some big and some smaller in size. This 

pandemic actually eradicated plenty of competitors for us than if we were to start the 

business 2 years ago. We are now ready for the next wave of travel once the borders open 

up… We are prepared… 
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Competitive Landscape 
We compete somewhat with some of these guys, but is more like an amalgamation of these 

guys who are good in certain areas. 

 

And some of these guys in the crypto space… 
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GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY 

The go-to-market strategy is key to the success of the xTripz Platform. Meticulous 

planning and aggressive execution in the achievement of our strategic objectives will propel 

the xTripz Platform up another level and push towards our ultimate target of industry wide 

adoption. 

Once we go live with the xTripz Platform and mobile app, we will proceed to target user 

acquisition and partners first in Asia, before expanding the coverage to USA and Europe. 

We have built up key relationships and strong strategic partnership with the major 

players in our targeted markets. In a nutshell, we aim to target common travelers, travel clubs 

and alliances, or travel conglomerates that can benefit from our decentralised platform, 

artificial intelligence, deep learning, and most importantly, a trustless and autonomous 

platform and operating environment. 

There is no magic bullet or button you can press in user acquisition and repeated 

spending by the users on the xTripz platform. No user will stick around a platform that is 

not very useful to them or does not help them improve on the situation they are in. Hence, 

our strategy to tackle the issues of the travellers heads on. Content is king, queen and 

everything in travel. That’s the reason why our we have started early in the customer 

journey and target the users during the “Dreaming Moments” in their journey through the 

provision of high quality travel guides, information and contents created by our content 

team and partners. 
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Our target customers are Millennials and Gen Z, so digital marketing and leads 

generation campaigns are a critical part of our marketing strategy. Increasing leads means 

increasing brand awareness and interest in our products or services, nurturing curious 

prospects through the marketing funnel and into our sales pipeline.  

Our leads generation campaign will comprise of 4 components: 

1. Lead capture: A way to collect information from a lead. Information may 

include the lead’s name and contact information as well as relevant qualifying 

details about them or their organization.  

2. Lead magnets: An incentive that drives prospects to become new leads.  

3. Lead qualification: A process that uses the lead’s information to determine 

how likely they are to buy.  

4. Lead segmentation: The process of segmenting leads based on their 

information, habits, and activities. 

To fulfil each of these 4 components, we will execute the following tactical plans: 

1. Search Engine Optimisation - Many potential customer want to learn how to 

solve the challenges they face. One of the first things they do is Google their 

question, problem or issue. Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) provides us the 

tools to match qualified clients with our online content. If executed well, xTripz 

will end up on their short list when they are looking to buy. 

2. Leverage Chatbot Conversations - Chatbots can be a great lead generation 

tool. The technology is excellent for building rapport with prospects since 

chatbots are available 24/7. Set them up to match our brand personality so they 

function as automated extensions of the xTripz marketing and sales team. 

3. Utilise Influencers Network - Recruit a group of talented influencers 

(Explorers) to share stories about travel, great restaurants, amazing hotel stays, or 

tip and tricks for getting the most out of vacations to their social network. These 

Explorers can earn rewards by producing high-quality content and sales 

commissions when they help promote xTripz products and services. 
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4. Create Gated Content - Online material only accessible to users once they 

register as user. Unlike normal blog posts or landing pages, the content is 

“locked.” Audiences must complete a lead capture form to access the content. 

Gated content assets often include: i) Guides; ii) Offers; iii) Online tools etc. 

5. Create a Value-Packed Newsletter - Use content as a lead magnet by creating 

a must-read newsletter that encourages interested prospects to connect and stay 

in touch with the xTripz brand. This lets the xTripz brand stay top of mind with 

users as well as share promotions for our products and services that can drive 

prospects further down the purchase funnel. 

6. Host an Event - Host an in-person or online event to attract and serve target 

market while capturing their contact information via event registration. This is 

also an opportunity to connect with customers in real time, and answer 

questions, respond to objections, learn about our audience, and actively guide 

prospects through the sales funnel. A few event options to consider are: i) 

Webinar; ii) Workshop; iii) Seminar, iv)  Meetup; v) Conference. 

7. Offer a Coupon or Discount - Convert interested prospects by offering a 

coupon or discount as lead magnet. This attracts valuable long-term and short-

term leads. In the long term, we have attracted someone interested in buying on 

the xTripz Platform. In the short term, we can quickly convert bottom-of-funnel 

prospects who are ready to buy into customers. 

8. Optimise Website to Promote Lead Magnet - To generate more leads, it is 

critical that website visitors can easily find our lead magnet. Design on-site 

funnels that segment our audience and drive them toward the lead magnet most 

likely to resonate with their needs and interests. Accomplish this by promoting 

lead magnets around the xTripz website: 
• Highlight it as the primary homepage call to action.  
• Promote relevant lead magnets at the end of blog posts and pages.  
• Create a resource library filled with gated content.  
• Add a lead gen hello bar (that sits at the top or bottom of your site).  
• Promote your lead magnet in the sidebar. 
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9. Optimise Social Profiles to Promote Lead Magnet - When we have a 

valuable lead magnet, make sure our social followers know about it. Highlight it 

on social networks so that when users engage with us, they see our offer and the 

clear next step toward working with xTripz. Promote our lead magnet in hero 

images on profile pages. Also, leverage call-to-action buttons by adding links to 

lead magnet instead of driving users to the homepage. 

10. Paid Promotions on Social Media - Use paid social media ads as one of the 

lead generation strategies. Leverage Facebook’s and Instagram’s powerful 

targeting options to show ads to the people most likely to be interested in our 

products or services. 

11. Target Top-of -Funnel Keywords - To attract interested prospects and drive 

them toward our lead magnets, create a plan to target the terms they search for. 

Do keyword research to discover phrases our ideal prospects search for at the top 

of the purchase funnel. Then, target those keywords in multiple ways.   
• Create evergreen content optimised for the target terms.  
• Develop an on-site blog strategy around the target keywords.  
• Target the terms in pay-per-click marketing.  
• Guest blog on sites that have a high share of voice for the target terms. 

12. Retarget People Who Have Engaged With xTripz - If prospects don’t 

convert during their first interaction with xTripz, keep the faith. Use retargeting 

to reconnect with audiences who have engaged with our brand but failed to take 

the next step.  Customers may need to see the brand a few times before they 

convert, retargeting is a strategic way to continue guiding customers down the 

purchase funnel. 

13. Create a Referral Rewards System - Create a referral rewards system where 

our users bring leads to us in exchange for a benefit or discount. Customers value 

and trust recommendations from their friends, so encouraging existing users to 

spread the word about xTripz can be a powerful way to fill your lead funnel. 
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TOKEN GENERATION EVENT 

We are embarking on an ambitious project to disrupt the international travel market 

and revolutionalise the way we travel. We firming believe that such projects must be 

supported by the users and suppliers that will use them and critical to the success of the 

xTripz platform. Hence we are fundraising through a Token Generation Event (TGE), as 

opposed to traditional investors and venture capital.  

This TGE is organised by xTripz Network Pte Ltd, a limited liability company 

incorporated in the Republic of Singapore, with the vision to disrupt the global travel 

industry and promote innovation in the industry via collaborative efforts within the eco-

system. 

All token buyers will receive native BEP-20 XTR tokens that are swappable on 

decentralised exchanges. This XTR token is the heart of  the xTripz platform and eco-

system and the driver behind the success of our business model. It is an integral part of  

the eco-system and shall be used for all purchases and bookings on the xTripz platform, and 

can be earned through performing certain activities and contributing to the platform. It is 

fractionally divisible, transferable and fungible. 

xTripz will mint 3,000,000,000 XTR tokens (the “Sale Token”), of which 41.67% 

(1,250,000,000 tokens) will be made available for this Token Generation Event. The pre-

TGE private placement will be initiated in December 2021. We are working with a few 

decentralised exchanges for Initial DEX Offering (IDO) and a Global Top 20 crypto 

exchange to launch an Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) by end of Q1 2022.  

Listing for the XTR token in a centralised crypto exchange is targeted to be in Q2 of 2022, 

subject to commercial arrangement with the partner exchanges. All token holders shall be 

notified through the official channels of the xTripz Network. 
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TOKEN STRUCTURE 

Distribution of  Tokens 

Token Name xTripz Network

Token Symbol XTR 

Token Generation Event (TGE) Start Date January 2021

Token Generation Event (TGE) End Date May 31, 2022

Total Supply of XTR Tokens 3,000,000,000

Tokens Available for this TGE 1,250,000,000

Private Sales (tokens) 850,000,000

IDO/IEO Sales (tokens) 300,000,000

Public Sale (tokens) 100,000,000

Hard Cap USD 8,000,000.00

Payment Accepted USDT, BNB, BTC, ETH
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USE OF FUNDS 

Based on the price of each Sale Token and the number of Sale Tokens available for sale, the 

estimated gross proceeds from the Token Generation Event will be approximately USD 8 

million. 

The net proceeds to be raised from the TGE, after deducting the aggregate estimated 

expenses incurred in connection with the TGE, including listing fees, professional fees, 

underwriting and placement commission, and any other miscellaneous expenses, shall be 

utilised for the following purposes: 

• Research and development; 

• Marketing and business expansion; 

• Operational expenses; 

• General corporate and working capital purposes; 

• Any other expenses as the management team may deem appropriate in their 

absolute discretion. 

Pending the deployment of the net proceeds as aforesaid, the funds may be placed as short-

term deposits with financial institutions, used to invest in short-term money market or debt 

instruments and/or used for working capital requirements as the management team may 

deem appropriate in their absolute discretion. 

There is no minimum amount which, in the reasonable opinion of the management team, 

must be raised by the Token Generation Event. 
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THE TEAM 

The xTripz team is made up of a multi-national group of seasoned professionals with 

diverse backgrounds and experiences, who are uniquely qualified to take the Company 

to commercial successful in the international travel industry, and backed by a multi-

discipline team of executives and advisors from IT, software, telecom, transport, travel and 

consulting industries… 

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3

Francis Ong - Co-founder 
Influential IT leader with over 25 years APAC 
experience. Former Deputy CEO of Hitachi 
Digital SEA, and held senior roles with 
Datacraft, IBM etc.

Michael Tan - Co-founder 
Seasoned technopreneur with over 25 years 
consulting and investment experience in APAC, 
dealing with MNCs, SMEs and startups. PE 
Fund partner and mentor at 500startups.

Jensen Lai - Co-founder 
Software expert with extensive software design 
and development experience in various industry. 
Started career as software professional in 
banking sector.

Mark Povey - Blockchain Advisor 
Serial tech entrepreneur in APAC and early 
advocate for blockchain. CEO of Solta Labs and 
former Co-founder of Centrality Labs (ICO 
raised $100m in 6 min), U-share etc.
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Patrick Keane - Partnership Lead 
Young, hungry aspiring entrepreneur with 
experience in business development roles with 
startups and SMEs. Formerly with SmooveX, 
Zap Delivery, FastJobs etc.

Belle Tan - Community Lead 
Experienced marketing and community 
manager in the blockchain industry.  Previous 
roles with PLMP Fintech, JioJioMe, Bountie 
etc.

Robin Zheng - Blockchain Lead 
Seasoned software specialist in payment and 
blockchain. Familiar with building on Java 
platforms. Former Senior Backend Engineer 
with Ve-chain.

Nigel Nguyen - CTO 
Web technologist with over 15 years experience 
in software development. CTO of Solta Labs 
and other senior roles with Centrality Labs, 
Ushare, CityMaas, TradeVine, HP etc.

S. Haruna - Blockchain Advisor 
Experience IT professional and early believer of 
blockchain. Currently CEO of Japanese NFT 
marketplace platform SakuraNFT. Previous 
roles with Hitachi Systems and Pactera.

James Ong (PhD) - Tech Advisor 
Deeptech expert with over 35 years experience 
in US, Asia and Europe. Founder of Artificial 
Intelligence International Institute and 
Origami. Formerly Trilogy in US & China.
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ST Yeo - Tech Advisor 
Influential IT leader with over 28 years APAC 
experience. Strong interest and involvement in 
security and blockchain. Former HP, F5, and 
MicroStrategy etc.

Jay Koh - Blockchain Advisor 
Serial IT entrepreneur and blockchain expert. 
Founded several blockchain startups like Mars 
Panda World, Mars pandoras, Shiba Friend, 
GXT World. Familiar with ICO, IEO and IDO.

Greg Duffell - Travel Advisor 
Influential leader and serial entrepreneur in 
travel and fintech. Former CEO of PATA, and 
other senior roles with Emirates, Thomas Cook 
Group, Budget Rent A Car etc.

Laurence Hsu - Corporate Advisor 
Seasoned corporate executive with 30 years 
MNC experience in APAC region. Current 
Chief Admin Officer of SmooveX. Formerly 
with Emerson, McCormick, Hewitt etc.

Truman Bradley - Travel Advisor 
Experienced entrepreneur with 25 years in the 
Pacific region. Founder of Fintech Pacific, 
Vivitech and Mobility Fiji. Former Chairman of 
Investment Fiji and Tourism Fiji.

Simon McKearney - Travel Advisor 
Passionate Travel Leader with over 20 years 
experience. CEO of Travel Lab and Director of 
HyperGuest NZ and Trip Factory NZ. Former 
GM of Flight Centre NZ, Adidas etc.
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PARTIAL LIST OF OUR WHOLESALE SUPPLIERS 
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Flight Consolidators

Accommodation

Cruises

Ancillary Services
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ROADMAP

xTripz Whitepaper 1.3

• Ideation, research and kick-start of project. 
• Design and architecture of blockchain and token mechanics. 
• Preparation of project whitepaper and product roadmap. 
• Commence development of platform and mobile app MVP. 
• Company set-up and corporate structure.

• Deployment of XTR smart contract on Binance Smart Chain.  
• Community building and development of potential partnerships.  
• Launch marketing campaigns on social media and crypto forums.  
• Smart contract audit.   
• Preparation for TGE private sales.

• Launch TGE private sale.  
• Preparation for IDO and IEO token sales. 
• Completion of alpha version of wallet and xTripz Block Explorer.   
• Alpha version of xTripz app goes live on Apple and Google.   
• Smart contract deployment for NFT on Binance Smart Chain.

• Completion of IDO and IEO token sale. CEX and DEX listing. 
• Launch of xTripz Testnet and commence testing.  
• Completion of xTripz API and data exchange standards.  
• Launch of commercial version of xTripz app.  
• User acquisitions and business development for next phase.

• Enhancement of app and platform and introduce Defi 2.0 staking 
features.  

• Launch xTripz Explorer influencer feature.  
• Promotion campaigns to acquire new users and drive transactions.  
• Preparation work and structuring for the xTripz Network DAO.

• Launch of DAO and start grants of community projects.  
• Improve network scalability and reliability.   
• Further development of app features and smart algorithms.  
• Implement machine learning and build artificial intelligence 

models and engine to better serve our ecosystem stakeholders.

Q1-3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q3 2022

Q2 2022

Future
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DIVE DEEPER AND STAY CONNECTED 

Learn more on the official xTripz Network website: 

www.xtripz.net 

Subscribe to the xTripz Network:  

Newsletter 

Get involved by joining: 

Discord 

Telegram 

Contact the xTripz Network team: 

General: 

info@xtripz.net 

Token Sales: 

tge@xtripz.net 

Partnerships: 

partners@xtripz.net 

Press and Media: 

pr@xtripz.net
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